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President's Column
Hello Fellow PCA Members!
A number of years ago, I was driving my
"Sahara Beige" Porsche 944 N/A in
Winnipeg. I was on Portage avenue, and
found myself sitting at a light behind a late
model Honda Civic Si. The Honda was
sitting beside a Grand Am GT and the kids
driving each respective vehicle were
obviously egging each other on while waiting for the light to
change.
The light turned green. Tires squealed, buzz pipes wailed
and off they went. Being a responsible individual, I did not
squeal my tires as I launched from the light, but I will admit to
some spirited driving and rather abrupt shifts in my efforts to
keep a close visual on the event unfolding in front of me.
After all, they may need a witness to verify results!
Surprisingly, the Honda was the clear victor. The Pontiac
turned off, and I found myself sitting beside the Honda at the
next red light. There were three guys in the Honda, and their
windows were open, as were mine. They were laughing,
high-fiving and were obviously pleased with their recent
performance. The passenger looked over at me,
immediately stopped laughing, tapped the driver on his
shoulder and pointed to me. All three looked over, and
stopped smiling.
The passenger started laughing again and although I could
not hear what he said to the driver, it was obvious that he had
dared the driver to try his luck against me. The driver looked
over again, and as I smiled, he hung his head while his
friends erupted in laughter again.

The light turned green and I drove away with no
opponent. He didn't even try. I found the situation
very amusing, but the truth is, my car was not
running very well at the time, and he probably
could have taken me. What I did notice, however,
and have never forgotten, is that perception is
powerful. They saw a Porsche and were
intimidated.
I was also reminded of another form of "Porsche
perception" recently as I talked with a prospective
member in a Safeway parking lot. He has an
awesome older air-cooled 911 and shared his
concern that he would not be welcomed in the
"Porsche Club" as his car has some leaks and may
not be a numbers matching car or be in original
factory configuration. He assumed that the Porsche
club would be too exclusive for him. I think I
convinced him that a Porsche is a Porsche. Our
club is about the people that just happen to be
passionate about the brand - not about the
condition or model of the vehicle itself. Putting
flyers on windshields is a great way to introduce
new people to our club, but nothing beats one on
one conversations to dispel pre-conceived notions
or perceptions of what we are all about! We have
207 primary members which is staggering
considering that only a few years ago, we were
under 100. Lets continue to enhance our lives with
new Porsche friends, introduce ourselves if you
don't recognize them, make them feel welcomed
and maybe even help them find their oil leaks!
See you at the next event!
Yours truly, Geoff
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Welcome to your Red River Ramblings for July-August
2014!
As I write this on the last weekend of June, our province has
just experienced a rainfall of almost Biblical proportions.
We get few enough nice warm, dry, sunny weekends in our
part of the world and to have one as comprehensively
ruined as this last one was especially after the winter we
had is pretty disheartening.
However, we have to make the best
of life; we only get one and it would
be a shame to waste it! So in writing
this I'm thinking back to a beautiful
Friday morning a couple weeks
ago, where I booked a half-day
vacation to take advantage of a
generous invitation from Trip Sandhu and Porsche Centre
Winnipeg to drive a beautiful blue 2014 Porsche Cayman.
You can read all about that morning elsewhere in this issue,
but I want to expand on a thought I had while driving that car
a thought about the experience of driving a “modern” car, as
opposed to the 29-year-old 911 that sits in my garage.
My own car is a 1985 Porsche 911 Carrera coupe. It weighs
about 2,700 lbs., and it has a 3.2 litre flat-six engine rated at
207 brake horsepower (although I like to think mine makes
slightly more with a Fabspeed pre-muffler, M&K muffler and
Steve Wong chip). It has a 5-speed manual transmission
the infamous 915 gearbox with Porsche synchros. But
more than all this, it can be defined nowadays by what it
doesn't have.
It doesn't have airbags. It doesn't have anti-lock brakes or
traction control, except from your right foot. It doesn't have a
nav system, a fuel mileage computer, or heated seats. It
doesn't have a tire-pressure monitor system. Its air
conditioner doesn't work that well (they never did) and it
doesn't have easily decipherable HVAC controls.

It doesn't have park-assist, an automatically extending
rear spoiler, heated mirrors, or Bluetooth. It doesn't have
power steering. And it doesn't have a fancy double-clutch
electronic computer-controlled transmission.
My car is analogue, where modern cars are digital. The
Cayman I drove filters its steering feel through an
electrically assisted power rack; my car has “Armstrong”
steering where you feel the road wriggling under your
hands. It takes some care (and even luck!) to make a
perfect shift in my car. The Cayman's transmission shifts
in a fraction of the time it takes me, and even
automatically stops the engine when the car comes to a
standstill, and restarts it instantly when it's time to go
again.
No doubt the new Cayman is faster, more powerful, more
efficient, and safer than my antique 911. It's just as good
looking, too the Porsche DNA is evident in its sensuous
curves and taut lines. It might even be as fun to drive as
my car. But certainly - certainly it doesn't demand as
much of its driver, and doesn't involve him (or her) nearly
as deeply in the driving experience. It takes real skill to
shift a manual transmission, to threshold-brake without
ABS, to control oversteer without Porsche Stability
Management or some other electronic guardian angel to
bail you out. Trip told me that over 90% of new Porsches
are ordered with PDK instead of a manual transmission.
Will the art of the manual gearchange be the next skill to
disappear from a generation of drivers?
Maybe so, but maybe this isn't the end of the world either.
Cars used to have a manual spark advance lever on the
steering column, and maybe someone like me once
decried the fact that drivers were spoiled by automatic
spark advance and the skill to do it manually would soon
be lost, and what a shame that was. Nobody really
worries about that now. And I guess as long as I have my
old Carrera, I'll be shifting it by hand and working the
wheel without power assist. I suppose that it doesn't
really matter if I can't do that in a new Porsche. I'm having
plenty of fun with my old one.

DID YOU KNOW?
In the 1930s the Czech firm, Tatra, produced
rear-engine cars with backbone chassis.
There was no doubt that Porsche’s design for the
Volkswagen bore a striking resemblance to the
earlier Tatra, and Ferdinand Porsche himself
admitted, “"Well, sometimes I looked over [Tatra
designer Ledwinka’s] shoulder and sometimes
he looked over mine” when designing the VW.

ESTABLISHED 1989

Ph: (204) 772-7733 • Fax: (204) 772-8858 • info@pressroomonline.ca

Tatra sued over the design but the lawsuit was
interrupted by the German invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1938. However, the matter
was reopened after the war and Volkswagen
settled with Tatra for 3 million marks.
The Tatra V570
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Living an impossible dream
Red River Region Member Pete Smallwood, age 49, ful filled a dream of 18 years by racing a Porsche – and winning! - at Le Mans

I started racing at the age of 45 when I bought a 996 GT3
Cup car. I was a member of Porsche Club GB the UK
equivalent of the PCA and I first raced that car in a club
event in 2009 at Silverstone circuit. It only took one race for
me to be badly bitten by the bug. In 2010 I entered for a full
season of the Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge in my 996 and
managed to win the championship, which was a huge
achievement for me.

By Pete Smallwood
So in 2013 I decided to go all out and bought a brand
new 997 Cup (GT3) car to enter the highly
competitive Porsche GB Carrera Cup. Unfortunately,
the grids were terrible and the racing was not great so
I stopped half way through the season, on the
understanding that I could still take part in a support
race at the Le Mans 24hrs in 2014.

Needing to compete at a higher level, in 2011 I sold the 996
Cup car and bought a 997 GT3 Cup car. After a year in that
car I won a GT Cup championship in 2012.
4

I'd first been to Le Mans in 1996, driving down from the UK in a
Porsche Carrera 3.2 Targa. It was a brilliant trip and I can still
remember wondering what it must be like to drive on the track;
I reckoned that the experience would be something else. Fast
forward 18 years, and on the Wednesday morning here I am
in Le Mans doing a track walk and standing in the same spot I
stood dreaming those dreams 18 years earlier. I finally
realised that this was for real - it was going to happen I was
about to race a Porsche factory-built race car at the Circuit de
la Sarthe the famed Le Mans!

Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them contact the Librarian! LRichardson@towereng.ca
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The race I would take part in would be exclusively for
GT3 Cup cars, a mix of 997's and new 991's. There
would be a total of 62 cars on the grid, of which seven
were 997's mine being one of them. The duration of
the race would be 45 minutes.
We did free practice on the Wednesday evening, June
9, with the sun going down at 8.30 at night. This was the
full Le Mans experience - it still makes my hair stand on
end thinking about it! One hour of practice goes by very
fast and before you know it, it's all over. I finished P2 in
class at the end of that session but knew I had lots left
to do.

Recent acquisitions.

Qualifying was on Thursday evening and I got a much better
rhythm in the car with a best time of 4m20s, P2 among the
997's but first of the runners in Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge.
That time equates to an average speed of 188km/hr over the
lap and my top speed through the official speed trap was
284.7km/hr!
Friday went in a blur and before I knew it, Saturday morning
was upon us and it was time to get suited and booted. In order
to ensure the schedule was kept we had to be in the car over
an hour before the race. It gave plenty of time to reflect, focus
and try to control breathing.
At 11:10am we were led out behind the safety car for a green
flag lap before forming up for the rolling start at 11:15. Sixtytwo cars nose to tail going into the last chicane before the start
was tight but everyone made it, the lights went to green and
we were off.

The first couple of laps were pretty frantic but I kept
out of trouble and before I knew it I was first of the
997's and first in GT3 Cup Challenge, with a decent
gap building. The time went very quickly as the laps
peeled off. I had started P54 overall but knew I was
gradually moving up the board as the race
progressed. I got my head down and was then able to
back it off a bit later in the race. I was just managing
the gap to Guy Riall in his second place 997.

At 12 o'clock with the gap to the next 997 still about 9
seconds, I crossed the finish line with the chequered
flag waving and my team cheering from the pit wall.
Not only had I raced at Le Mans - living a dream 18
years in the making - but I had won my class and
finished 40th out of 62 cars. It was an incredibly
emotional moment.
My team, Parr Motorsports, had run three cars in the
race, and one of the other cars driven by my driving
coach, Porsche Supercup driver Ben Barker, won the
race overall. What an amazing day, one that will stay
with me forever. I don't think I can ever top that I am
officially the luckiest guy that ever walked this Earth!
[Editor's note: Pete joined us as a member of the PCA
Red River Region in December 2013. And Pete,
while you may feel lucky to have achieved what you
have, we all know that it takes more than luck to win at
Le Mans. It takes talent, dedication, and hard work.
Congratulations from all of your friends in the Red
River Region. We're proud to have a Le Mans winner
in our club!]
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Driven:

2014 PORSCHE CAYMAN

by Dallas Ewen
A few months ago, President Geoff suggested to me
that it might be fun to drive a few cars from the
Porsche Centre as grist for stories in the newsletter.
Wow, I thought, that sounds great d'you think the
Porsche Centre will go for that?
Fast forward to a few weeks ago on a sunny Friday
morning. I'm standing in the lot of the Porsche Centre
with Trip Sandhu, in front of a gorgeous Sapphire
Blue Metallic 2014 Cayman, and we're about to take
it for a drive. Trip is explaining the technical
specification of the car, how its all-new aluminum and
steel body weighs even less than the outgoing
model, but I can't tear my eyes away from its beautiful
blue bodywork. It's recognizably a Porsche, and
even more recognizably a Cayman, but it different
more aggressive, and it seems, even less related to
its sibling, the softer Boxster. This Cayman is serious
it doesn't even have a sunroof!
We circle the car as Trip points out the new model's
changes. Wheelbase is about 2 ½ inches longer, rack
front and rear is slightly wider, but overall length is
only a tenth of an inch more than the outgoing model.
This means shorter overhangs and more centralized
mass for better handling. It also means the car
looks… purposeful. Aggressive. It's low, too at 50.9
inches it's a smidge lower than the 2012 model.
But remarkably, on the inside, luggage capacity is up
slightly. Being mid-engined, the Cayman has two
luggage storage areas one in front and one out back.
Trip claimed that the rear compartment could hold a
set of golf clubs. I'm a bit skeptical of that claim, but
certainly the car's luggage capacity would be
adequate for two adults on a road trip of pretty much
any duration.
And the Cayman's cabin would be a very pleasant
place to be on that road trip. Of course it's amply
trimmed with leather, of course it has all the little
creature comfort features modern motorists expect,
of course it holds two of the auto industry's most
comfortable chairs. (As an aside, my wife thinks my
911's seats are the most comfortable she's been in,
having sat in them on road trips from Tacoma,
Washington all the way to Sault Ste-Marie, Ontario…
and my 911 is twenty-nine years old!) The Cayman
even has the cleverest fold-out cupholders you've
ever seen… clever, that is, if you can stomach
cupholders in a very serious Porsche sports car.
(continued)

Visit the Google Calendar at
https://www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=2vr22lr7oqghtjlp61
Odhn5810%40group.calendar.google.com&ctz=America/Chicago
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2014 Cayman, continued

So after the walk-around we get in the car to go driving. Trip
starts in the driver's seat. He's explaining the new powertrain
combination. The base Cayman's powerplant is a 2.7 liter
horizontally opposed six a boxer, just like the big-brother
911's. Capacity is down a fifth of a liter from the outgoing
model, but horsepower is up by twenty to 275. This is a Good
Thing. While the base model puts power to the rear wheels
via a six-speed manual transmission, our blue beauty is
equipped with the seven-speed Porsche
Doppelkupplungsgetriebe (try saying that three times fast)
the famous PDK. This is the transmission that the Terminator
brought back from the future. Double clutches and electronic
actuation means shifts are executed as fast as you can think
them. I'm wondering what the thing is going to be like to drive
when Trip pulls into the Co-op parking lot and says, “your
turn.”
It's easy to get comfortable behind the wheel of this car.
Fourteen-way electric power seats allow you to find the
perfect position even me, and I generally dislike power seats
because I can never find the exact combination for comfort.
As a famous racing motorcycle tuner once said, “the problem
with an infinitely adjustable system is that there is an infinite
number of incorrect settings.” Fortunately I'm able to find a
comfy setting. The thick-rimmed leather steering wheel feels
great in the hands, which fall naturally at 9-and-3. The large
tachometer is front and centre on the instrument panel as
befits a true Porsche. Let's go!
Driving the Cayman in town is a doddle. For a mid-engine car,
visibility is good. There's no B-pillar so you can actually use
the rear window to check your right-side blind spot. The view
out the windscreen is classic Porsche two gently curved front
fenders gently bobbing down the road. The PDK works
perfectly acceptably as an automatic transmission when
pootling in traffic, too.
Once we're down to the St. Vital bridge Trip urges me to stick
the PDK in manual mode and tramp on it. I do so and wow!
That sound is something else. The stock exhaust sounds
fantastic an unmistakeable flat-six blare. I can only imagine
how good the sports exhaust would sound, reflecting back at
us from the concrete walls of the bridge. The shove in the
back is nice, too, since those 275 horses have less than
2,900lbs. to motivate.
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.I'd never driven a PDK before and its competence
surprised me. Volkswagen deploys similar dual-clutch
technology in its DSG (dynamic sequential gearbox)
that I'd tested several years ago in a GTI, but this PDK
is streets ahead of the VW unit in the speed and
sureness of its shifting. Forget about Tiptronic or
“manu-matics” that are just fancier fluid-coupled
automatic transmissions with manual shift. PDK is the
real deal it's like shifting for yourself, only faster than
you could shift with a clutch. The drawback of the
system on our blue Cayman, though, was the interface
itself. You can work the shift lever back and forth to
shift, but the preferred method is to use the buttons on
the steering wheel. Unfortunately these are not so
immediately intuitive, being a “pull-push” setup. I got
used to it after a bit but I had a feeling I would need to
relearn it every time I got into the car after driving
something else. I'd far prefer the light-alloy paddle
shifter setup on the optional “Sport Design” wheel.
One we got out of traffic past the south Perimeter the
Cayman really comes into its own. The flowing curves
of St. Mary's road are the car's natural habitat. Although
some reviewers criticized the new car's
electromechanical power steering as lacking in feel
compared to the outgoing model's, I think that the
weight of the setup was nearly ideal. For me, the key to
the Cayman is its light curb weight, making it feel
tossable and lively. Think about it for a minute the car is
over 400lbs. lighter than its competitors the Corvette
and Nissan 370Z. This is, to me, the essence of
Porsche, going back to giant-killers like the 550
Spyder. Never the most powerful car, but most often
the lightest and best-handling.
(continued)

2014 Cayman

Red River Ramblers: Keith Gordon

The Cayman made short work of the curves, overtaking
slower traffic with a finger-flick of the PDK and medium
pressure on the throttle. Body roll is minimal but the ride
quality is excellent. All too soon we arrive in Ste-Adolphe
and the turn back to town. Five-point-something seconds to
60 might not seem fast these days, but the Cayman works
its way up to highway speed as quickly as you need it to,
and makes a lovely sound in the process. We turn off on
River Road and hit a few more twisties before getting back
to town. Just wonderful a sunny summer morning and a
pretty blue Porsche.
Back at the dealership we alight from the car to admire its
shape from the outside, and take a few pictures. I'm thinking
about how I would configure this car were I to buy one
myself. About 60 grand base price, but what to add for
options? Big wheels, yes. Fourteen-way power seats, no.
PDK? That's the $64,000 (or in this case, $3,660) question.
Technologically it's a marvel, no doubt. But would I use it the
way it's intended? That's not so clear. I can see myself lazily
leaving it in Drive and letting the computer do the work. And
that's the antithesis of the culture of driver involvement that
has always been Porsche. Plus, specifying the manual
transmission saves money and weight. A tough choice,
especially when you consider that more than 90% of
Porsches now come with PDK. Would a manual hurt
resale?
Fortunately for me these are purely academic questions.
But were I to be in the market for a new sports coupe, this
Cayman would be at the top of my list. Stunning looks, light
weight, sparkling performance and a modicum of
practicality make a combination that's hard to beat. Some
might criticize the base Cayman for being down on power,
but I was impressed with the balance of the entire package.
Maybe testing a new 911 would show me the error of my
ways… what do you say, Trip?

2014 Porsche Cayman
Type: 2-seat, mid-engine, rear-wheel drive coupe
Engine: 2.7 liter flat-six
Power/Torque: 275bhp/213 lb.-ft.
Transmission: 6-sp. manual/7-sp. PDK

:
I have always been into motor-sports, and remember
watching many Porsches as a kid in endurance racing, (Le
mans, Daytona, IMSA) road racing (911's, 914's). It was
probably the Derrick Bell era 956/962 cars that really
ingrained the seed. My first car was a wannabe Porsche, a
1984 VW GTI which I owned from age 19 in 1988 through
1993. It was also in this era of getting the GTI serviced that
one of my Professors at U of W told me to switch from the
VW dealer to Eurocars, where I began my lifelong
friendship with owners Fab and Stef Franz. Stef was also a
major Porscheophile who grew up with multiple Porsches
as his father was one of the original mechanics at Auto
Haus. It was Stef who exposed me to the marque
firsthand, and it was one of the 3 911's that he owned at the
time which I purchased.
If there was one Porsche that I wish I could own, no
limitations, it would be one of the Dauer Porsche 962 race
cars that won Le Mans in 1994, well after the 1980's era of
956/962 dominance, by exploiting a loophole in the
regulations similar to how the original 917 got entered in
Le Mans. Dauer Racing built enough of the 962's out of
kevlar and carbon fibre to homologate them as a road car,
and thus were able to enter them in the GT class where
they took 1st and 3rd. If we're being a little more
"grounded", I would opt for a 993-era Porsche GT2 road
car, though still with the full racing livery, giant aero aids,
and such.
For a living these days I invest in real estate. My company
buys rental properties in Winnipeg and Minneapolis for
long term wealth, while in the short term we renovate
dilapidated houses in Winnipeg and resell them. (aka
flippers) I still like to do audio engineering work for live
concerts whenever the opportunity arises since I still love
music so much. I would consider my passion for music to
be my abiding lifelong hobby.
My other primary hobby has been sports. I began with golf
as a kid, then in school with football and basketball, moved
into racquetball in university, then softball after graduation.
During my MBA I was introduced to soccer and became a
fanatic, though this year knee issues (see the preceding
sentences for the explanation) have forced retirement
from the pitch. Luckily I started Crossfit 4 years ago on the
recommendation of my mechanic and now train and
compete in it.

Weight: 2,888lbs. / 2,954lbs.
0-100km/h: 5.7s / 5.6s
Top Speed: 266km/h / 264km/h
Base Price: $59,900 / $63,560
Price as Tested: $79,845

DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for Porsche!
Email the Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org and I’ll send
you a fun quiz. You can be featured in an upcoming edition of
Ramblings and be the envy of your family and friends!
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As I have been in the club since inception, I have some
long term friends who likely know more than they wish they
did about me. I wouldn't venture to speculate what deep
dark secret would be unknown to 100% of the club, so let's
just say that after a decade away, I appreciate how great
the people in this club are when I moved back home to
Winnipeg and am proud to see how strong, vibrant and
large it has grown in my absence.

Porsches at the Pony - June 22, 2014
Our club was featured at the regular Sunday Cruise Night at the Pony Corral. Around 40 of you showed
up with your cars - our best showing yet! Here’s some pictures from that beautiful summer evening.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content.
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

Looking for front and rear sway bars for 1970 911T. I need
everything as my car does not have sway bars.
Cornelius Sawatzky (204)327-6681 cornies@explornet.ca

1981 928S Euro 65000 miles. New paint, new Yokahoma F1 tires,
alternator, starter and custom rad. GTS headers on 3 inch custom
exhaust. Great car, lots of fun. $10,000 OBO. Jared, (204)479-8743

1990 PORSCHE 928. 88K Original km. Imported from
Germany. The only 2-door V8 offered by Porsche. Luxury
size comfort interior for grand touring. Most technologically
advanced Porsche for 1990. Dual airbags. Dual power
seats. Dual (front & rear) A/C. Porsche ABS, RDK (TPMS),
PSD (Variable limited-slip), DRL's. Carbon Fiber overlays.
Digital driver information system. Tilt cockpit. New
European leather wrap steering wheel and center console.
Wheels refinished at Winnipeg Wheel Works. New tires.
New brakes. Ventilated & cross-drilled discs. Power
sunroof, windows and locks. Original black leather interior.
Tinted windows. This final generation 928 looks the most
exotic in black and is
occasionally mistaken for
an older Ferrari.
Complete bumper-tobumper service with all
repair and service
records. A rare find in
Winnipeg. A rare find with
this mileage. $28,995.
porscheclub@mac.com.
204-254-5178.
Accelerometer Performance Meter G-Force MATRIX 3Axis Accelerometer (World's Only Wireless). BRAND NEW
sealed box. No taxes to pay. Works on ALL forms of
transportation (bikes, boats, karts, sleds, cars, trucks,
motorcycles) Features: 1. World's
ONLY cordless performance meter 2.
World's SMALLEST most compact
performance meter 3. 3-Axis (x,y,z)
measurements for greater accuracy 4.
Faster refresh rate plus automatic
recalibration with each start 5. No
programming required 6. Large backlit
LCD display 7. Windshield mount (no
cords) This is the hottest little unit for
measuring all critical aspects of any driver event, whether it be
autocross, rally or just plain seeing what kind of power,
cornering and braking ability your PORSCHE has. Here you
get the real numbers you can brag about. Measures: 1. 0-60
2. 1/4 Mile (time & speed) 3. Braking force 4. G-Force 5.
Horsepower. The cordless feature makes it easy to use in
several different forms of transportation on the same day and
at the same event. $199. Call Kevin @ 204-254-5178 or
email: porscheclub@mac.com
PYROTECT Helmet and Driving Gear Top Brand Name
Professional Racing Driving Gear. Great for hi-speed motor
sports such as: local karting, rally driving, PCA autocross events
or even Porsche DE classes. Protect your head and neck during
these extreme sports with the same gear the professionals use.
Besides, if you are going to participate in PCA driving events,
you'll need these. All included for one price is:

Direct from Italy for your PORSCHE interior. Three jars. One to
clean, shine and protect against environmental elements; one as
a conditioner and softener, and one as a color restorer. A natural
based product that uses no chemicals, colorings, silicones,
waxes or artificial ingredients.
The world's number one
selling leather care product of
its kind is used on the type of
quality hides you'll find in your
Porsche, no matter how old
they are. NOTE: It can also be
used on your leather furniture,
jackets, purses, and boots
and shoes. It even brings back
old parched vinyl from the
dead. $119 for the set. 204254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

Pyrotect Snell-SA2000 white full-face helmet; Pyrotect
removable clear visor; Pyrotect red racing neck collar; Bell Jr.
Drag 2-layer black racing gloves; Pyrotect Balaclava; and Race
red/black storage/carry bag
All new boxed in original packaging
and with professional race duffle /
storage / carry bag. REMEMBER:
You get ALL SIX race-ready highperformance driving gear items for
this one price. $399. Call 204-2545 1 7 8
o r
e m a i l :
porscheclub@mac.com
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EMAIL ADDRESSES
The Red River Region respects your privacy. When you provide us
with your email address, we will use it to communicate with you about
Club issues and activities, and we may share it with the Porsche Club
of America as necessary to administer the activities of the Club.

Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Red River
Region or PCA. The Red River Region is not responsible for any
services or merchandise advertised herein. The word “Porsche” is
used herein solely to identify a make of automobile and does not
indicate an affiliation or relationship with the manufacturer or

President
Geoff Reimche
(204) 227-5442
944guy@gmail.com
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB
Vice-President
Waiyen Chu
waiyen.chu@gmail.com

distributors.

Club Meetings:
(Locations of meetings will be emailed)
7:00 p.m. Wed., Aug. 6, 2014 & 7:00 p.m. Wed., Sept. 3, 2014
Please feel free to join us earlier for refreshments before the meeting begins.
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR ANY EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org

Treasurer
David Breed
DLBreed@mts.net
Secretary
Keith Gordon
keith@peerlessinvestments.ca

As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org
©2012 Porsche Cars Canada, Ltd. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. *Fuel economy
based on Transport Canada estimates. Actual mileage and range will vary.

Past President
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES
Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca
Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

The new Porsche Cayenne Diesel redefines what it means to be an SUV. It comes
equipped with a 3.0L V6 turbodiesel engine with common rail injection system that
turns out 406 lb.-ft. of torque giving you exhilarating acceleration and superior
towing capabilities. Even with all this power it remains remarkably fuel efficient --

Moving Car
Don Connors
Dkshieldsplumbing@gmail.com

6.7 L/100km highway and over 1,400 km cruising range* in a single tank. It sets
new boundaries in a category all its own. Porsche. There is no substitute.

Social Chair
Tripat Sandhu
tripats@gmail.com

Kim Fritze
612-275-4891
Zone10rep@gmail.com

If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

